
CHINOISERIE WALL CABINET MI 550





Chinoiserie Wall Cabinet

Model:MI 550

Very decorative and useful wall cabinet of Chinoiserie design.  The cupboard door is fretted and glazed
with mirror, opening to reveal shelves inside.  A secondary "reed" roof above leads to the upper panel,

which has a fretted frame both on the front and on the sides. It is holding a glass panel with an eglomisé
landscape scene.

Each scene is hand painted, and each one is different.

And to crown it all, a carved and gilded pagoda top.

The hardwood frame has a black japanned finish as standard, with gilded and painted Chinoiserie
decorations. Other colours can be supplied to order.

The Chinoiserie Wall Cabinet is a great way to give an added dimension to an otherwise uninteresting
wall, and is especially useful in the bathroom! It is JUST the right size to store loo rolls out of sight.

To see a different take on a chinoiserie Wall Shelf see the link: Hanging Shelf (Wide)

Dimensions (mm): 470 w   180 d   1000 h

stock: in stock.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Chinoiserie Wall Cabinet

Model:MI 550

Very decorative and useful wall cabinet of Chinoiserie design.  The cupboard door is fretted and glazed with
mirror, opening to reveal shelves inside.  A secondary "reed" roof above leads to the upper panel, which has a
fretted frame both on the front and on the sides. It is holding a glass panel with an eglomisé landscape scene.

Each scene is hand painted, and each one is different.

https://www.classicchair.com/au/products/classic-signature/hanging-shelf-wide/


And to crown it all, a carved and gilded pagoda top.

The hardwood frame has a black japanned finish as standard, with gilded and painted Chinoiserie decorations.
Other colours can be supplied to order.

The Chinoiserie Wall Cabinet is a great way to give an added dimension to an otherwise uninteresting wall, and
is especially useful in the bathroom! It is JUST the right size to store loo rolls out of sight.

To see a different take on a chinoiserie style Wall Shelf see the link: Hanging Shelf (Wide)

Dimensions (mm): 470 w   180 d   1000 h

stock: in stock.

 

 

https://www.classicchair.com/au/products/classic-signature/hanging-shelf-wide/

